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Agenda of the 26th EUROCLIO General Assembly 

Hotel Scandic, Gdansk, Poland 

6 April 2019, 13:15 – 15:45 

 

Welcome and introduction 

1. Welcome and confirmation of the agenda 

2. Approval of the minutes of the General Assembly 2018 (26 April 2018 in Marseille, 

France) (annex 2) 

 

Finances & Board Reporting 

3. Presentation of EUROCLIO’s activities in 2018 by Steven Stegers (annex 3) 

4. Certified financial report 2018 and background information by Riitta Mikkola (annex 4) 

5. Budget 2019 by Riitta Mikkola (annex 5) 

6. Report of the Audit Committee by a member of the Audit Committee 

 

Discharge of the Board 

7. Approval of the annual and financial report over 2018 

8. Approval of the budget for 2019 

9. Discharge of EUROCLIO Board 

 

Official Procedures 

10. Appointing the Voting Committee 

11. Re-Election of EUROCLIO board member Frank van den Akker 

12. Election of two new EUROCLIO board members (annex 12) 

13. Voting on applications for membership of EUROCLIO (annex 13) 

14. Voting on the updated Internal Rules (annex 14) 

15. Election of Audit Committee Member 

 

Break 

 

Planning: 2019 and beyond 

16. Announcement new President and new Vice-President 

17. Action Plan 2019 by Steven Stegers (annex 17) 

18. Announcement of the General Assembly 2020 

 

Break 
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Official Procedures 

19. Report of the Voting Committee 

20. (If necessary) second round of voting 

 

Any other notified business 

Any other notified business 
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MINUTES EUROCLIO Association General Assembly 2018 

World Trade Centre, Marseille (France) 

 

26 April 2018, 09.00 – 11.00 
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All documentation related to the General Assembly 2018 can be found at 

https://euroclio.eu/general-assembly/.  

 

In the Booklet you can find: 

 

 The Agenda for the General Assembly in 2018 

 The minutes of the General Assembly in 2017 

 The Annual Financial Report 2017 

 Applications for Full Member Associations 

 The Action Plan 2018 

 

 

In the Presentation you can find: 

 

 Breakdowns of the income and expenditure in 2017 

 An overview of the total hours worked in 2017 

 A map of the activities of EUROCLIO in 2017 

 Rules for the official procedures from the statutes and internal rules 

 Highlights from the Action Report 2017 

 

 

  

https://euroclio.eu/general-assembly/
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Welcome and introduction 

1.  Welcome and confirmation of the agenda 

 

President Lóa Steinunn Kristjánsdóttir welcomes all delegates and conference participants 

to the 25th EUROCLIO General Assembly. Lóa explains the proceedings and requests the GA 

to approve the agenda. 

 

Decision: The General Assembly (GA) approved the agenda. 

 

2.  Approval of the minutes of the General Assembly 7 April 2017 in Donostia-San Sebastian, 

Spain (Annex 2) 

  

Decision: The GA approved the minutes of the GA in 2017. 

 

Finances & Board Reporting 

Lóa gives the floor to Vice President and Treasurer Mire Mladenovski. 

  
3.  Certified Financial Report 2017 and Background Information by EUROCLIO Vice President 

and Treasurer Mire Mladenovski (Annex 3) 

 

Operating reserve 

Mire Mladenovski (EUROCLIO Board Treasurer) presented the financial situation of EUROCLIO 

to the GA. He started out by stressing the importance of building an operating reserve in 

times of financial crisis. Several years ago the Board decided to establish an operating 

reserve of EUR 100,000. In 2017, EUR 9,000 was added to the operating reserve, which stands 

at EUR 48,000 as of now.  

 

INCOME 

 
Visualisation of income generated by EUROCLIO in 2017. 

 

Regarding income, Mire explained that in 2017 ten percent more income than expected was 

generated. The most important type of income for EUROCLIO is the Operating Grant it 

receives from the European Union, which amounts to EUR 200,000. In 2017 the 4-year cycle 
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of the Operating Grant (2014-2017) came to an end, and EUROCLIO successfully applied for 

another cycle of support for the period 2018-2020. The Core Support from the Open Society 

Foundations Core Support (2016-2018) is similarly important. Although the Core Support will 

end this year, Mire explained that EUROCLIO is confident and hopeful that follow-up will be 

secured. Mire further stressed the wide variety of donor organizations that support the work 

of EUROCLIO, among them the EU, OSF, the Northeast Asian History Foundation and the 

Robert Bosch Foundation. 

 

EUROCLIO generated some income through the organisation of activities such as the seminar 

in Saint Petersburg, in October 2017. Other types of income, such as membership fees (about 

EUR 10,000) may seem small, but they are important nonetheless, because they can be spent 

without permission from donor organizations, however EUROCLIO deems necessary. The total 

income in 2017 amounted to EUR 743,966. 

 

EXPENDITURES 

 
Expenditures by EUROCLIO in 2017 

 

Expenditures 

Following his discussion on income, Mire went on to discuss the expenditures. In 2017, 

EUROCLIO had three types of expenditures: 

1) Direct project expenditures (EUR 300,000). 

2) Staff costs (EUR 280,000) 37.3%. In 2017, overall, EUROCLIO Staff consisted of 4.2 

FTE, whereas 4.4 FTE was budgeted. The small difference results from the departure 

of the highly valued staff member Aysel Gojayeva, in May 2017. 

3) Operational costs (EUR 171,000), for office management, paper, toners, hardware, 

travel. Everything EUROCLIO needs to be a functional organization. 

 

Mire explained that every year the expenditures of EUROCLIO are subject to an external 

audit, which is performed by the accountancy firm Mazars. The accountants of Mazars have 

audited, reviewed, and approved the financial report of EUROCLIO. Upon approval of the 

GA, the EUROCLIO Board will sign the financial report.  
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Total hours worked by EUROCLIO Staff and Trainees in the period 2009-2017. 

 

Staff and trainee hours 

Following his discussion of the expenditures, Mire showed the GA a graph of the staff hours. 

Every year the EUROCLIO staff members work overtime. This is an area of concern. The 

figure above shows that historically, the amount of over-hours has been decreasing. Mire 

explained that EUROCLIO distinguishes between the hours worked by staff and trainees. 

About the EUROCLIO trainees, he mentioned: “We are very happy that we have become a 

challenging work environment for bright students from all over Europe and the world (like 

Alice for instance).” 

 

 
Moore Stephens is the accountancy firm performing the external audit on Sharing History – 

Cultural dialogues on behalf of the European Union. 

 

 

External audit of Sharing History – Cultural Dialogues 

Mire explained that in the summer of 2017, one of EUROCLIO’s projects, the Sharing History 

– Cultural Dialogues project that was implemented in countries around the Black Sea 

between 2011 and 2015, was subject to an external audit by the accountancy firm Moore 
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Stephens. The audit took place within the context of the European Union’s regular “residual 

error rate study” that the EU is obliged to perform every seven years. EUROCLIO’s project, 

the biggest project ever implemented by EUROCLIO, was one of 115 selected projects to 

undergo the audit. Moore Stephens concluded that a part of the total expenditures of EUR 

900,000 was not supported by the correct procedural evidence. Therefore, Moore Stephens 

concluded that project expenditures to the amount of EUR 74,000 are not eligible for 

funding. Their conclusion may lead to three possible outcomes: 

- the EU issues a recovery order and EUROCLIO is obliged to return the full amount of 

EUR 74,000 to the EU;  

- the EU does not issue a recovery order and decides to waive the full amount; 

- or the EU issues a recovery order but decides to waive part of the amount. It is 

unclear when the EU will take a decision on a potential recovery order. 

In the meantime, Mire explained, EUROCLIO has decided to play safe. The budget for next 

year (2018) includes the possibility of paying back EUR 74,000 in one instalment. He stressed 

that the budget was very difficult to realize, and that the Board and Secretariat have worked 

together to plan for this worst case scenario. 

 

Questions from the General Assembly 

Ineke Veldhuis-Meester (the Netherlands) expressed her concerns about the staff overtime. 

She asked what the Board can do to decrease this overtime. Mire shared these concerns, and 

replied that in the current period, with a financial crisis looming, there is no other option. 

The Board had decided that a vacancy will be announced as soon as there is clarity on the 

potential recovery order from the European Union and no funds have to be returned. Mire 

stated that usually at least 5 people work in the Secretariat. Perhaps less traditional funding 

mechanisms (for instance from private companies) might help to address this issue. 

Moreover, Mire stated that the EUROCLIO Board is helping the Secretariat as much as it can, 

with ad hoc support, to limit over hours. 

 

Next, Ulrich Bongertmann (Germany) asked about the Sharing History – Cultural Dialogues 

project (the Black Sea Project) if Mire could explain more what went wrong. Mire answered 

that it is a matter of reading and interpreting legal language in the contract. For instance, 

when it was written “tender”, EUROCLIO inquired with hotels and they sent offers. Instead, 

EUROCLIO should have used a different procedure to collect these offers. Mire stressed that 

Moore Stephens’s conclusions are not final and that EUROCLIO has the right to appeal.  

 

Bistra Stoimenova (Bulgaria) expressed her concerns about future audits like the one Sharing 

History – Cultural Dialogues was subject to, and said that the project indeed was difficult 

to manage because of the different countries involved. Mire answered that EUROCLIO had 

provided additional clarifications and explanations about its methods, and that its auditor 

concluded in their annual reportage that everything was correct, something that is being 

challenged by Moore Stephens. 

 

Kiki Sakka (Greece) raised the question what role the accountancy firm Mazar plays in the 

mistakes made in the Sharing History – Cultural Dialogues project. Mire agreed that Mazar 

also carries responsibility in this. 

 

Oscar van Nooijen (the Netherlands) added to the subject that the EUROCLIO Board had 

handled the situation very well, and that the accountancy firm Mazars should perhaps be 

replaced. Mire replied that the EUROCLIO Board was indeed considering that. 
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4. Budget 2018 by EUROCLIO Vice President and Treasurer Mire Mladenovski (Annex 4) 

 

After the round of questions regarding the expenditures, Mire went on to present the budget 

for 2018. He touched upon a number of issues that have changed as compared to the previous 

year, such as the decrease in staff costs due to the departure of Executive Director Jonathan 

Even-Zohar. The Board has decided not to open any vacancy as long as the European Union 

has not communicated a decision regarding the audit of Sharing History – Cultural Dialogues. 

 

Other expenditures that have been cut in order to improve the result for 2018, Mire 

explained, are operational costs and Board meetings. Mire: “According to this highly 

squeezed budget, we should have a result of minus EUR 5,000 in 2018.” The result will have 

a negative impact on the operating reserve. 

 

The hiring of new staff is currently not foreseen in this budget, but depending on project 

applications granted from September onwards, this might change. 

 

Questions from the General Assembly 

Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp (the Netherlands) asked what falls under the operational costs. 

Mire invited Jonathan to the front to elaborate a bit more on this. Jonathan explained that 

costs that fall under operational expenditures are things such as office rent, printing costs, 

maintenance of our websites, et cetera. 

 

5. Report of the Audit Committee by Peder Kragh 

 

Mire gives back the floor to EUROCLIO President Lóa who invites the President of the Audit 

Committee, Peder Kragh, to present the Audit Committee Report. 
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6. Presentation of EUROCLIO’s Activities in 2017 by Jonathan Even-Zohar (Annex 6) 

 

Lóa gives the floor to Executive Director Jonathan Even-Zohar, who presented EUROCLIO’s 

activities in 2017. He highlighted a number of training events, such as the 2017 Annual 

Conference (led by Aysel Gojayeva), the 3rd Regional Summer School in Albania (led by Judith 

Geerling and Jonathan himself), and the thematic seminar in St. Petersburg (led by 

Jonathan). 

 

        
 

 

Some projects were finalised in the course of 2017 (Silencing Citizens through Censorship, 

Learning about (Y)our Past, Dealing with the Past in History Education), while other 

initiatives moved into a second phase (cooperation in Kyrgyzstan, and the study visit to South 

Korea). New projects were initiated (History Education beyond Borders, Learning to 

Disagree, Decisions and Dilemmas 3, and Rethink). 

 

Regarding Advocacy, Jonathan especially mentioned the work of EUROCLIO Founder and 

Special Advisor Joke van der Leeuw-Roord, who has continued the heavy-duty work within 

the Europeana Foundation Management Board and has represented EUROCLIO in a great 

number of occasions throughout 2017. The fight for better European Union-wide copyright 

regulations was continued by Programme Director Steven Stegers, as were advocacy efforts 

targeting the League of Arab States. 

 

In 2017, outreach efforts were further structured and streamlined by Network Coordinator 

Jaco Stoop, and the website was further improved. Due to staff limitations, less time was 

spent on outreach in the previous year, but EUROCLIO remains very active online. 

 

Discharge of the Board 
7. Approval of the Annual and Financial Report 2017 

Lóa requests the GA to approve the annual narrative and financial reports over 2017. 
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Decision: The GA approved annual narrative and financial reports over 2017. 

 

8. Approval of the Budget 2018 

 

Lóa requests the GA to approve the budget for 2018. 

 

Decision: The GA approved the budget for 2018. 

 

9. Discharge of EUROCLIO Board 

 

Lóa requests the GA to discharge the non-executive Board. 

  

Decision: The GA approved to discharge the non-executive Board. 

 
 

Official Procedures  
10. Appointing the Voting Committee 

 

Lóa explains the voting procedures, referring 

to the Internal Rules. From the total amount of 

77 member organisations, 22 member 

organisations are represented at the GA. In 

between them, the 22 member organisations 

have 42 eligible votes. On request of Lóa, the 

GA appointed three members of the voting 

committee who volunteered. 

 

Decision: The GA appointed the following 

volunteers to be a part of the Voting 

Committee:  

- Jihane Francis Youssef (Lebanon) 

- Teele Jurtom-Lukasin (Estonia) 

- Tiina Kärkkäinen (Finland) 

 

11. Election Two Audit Committee Members 

 

Lóa explained that Hanna Toikanen and Peder Kragh are leaving their function as audit 

committee member as they have reached the end of their terms. They will therefore not 

stand for re-election. Lóa thanked Hanna and Peder for their years of dedicated work for 

the Audit Committee. After this, she asked the GA whether anyone was willing to run for 

election. 

 

Two individuals responded, putting themselves up for election: Madis Somelar (Estonia) and 

Bistra Stoimenova (Bulgaria). 

 

12. Re-Election EUROCLIO Board Member Riitta Mikkola (Annex 12) 

 

13. Voting for EUROCLIO Member Organisations Applicants (Annex 13) 

 

Questions from the General Assembly 
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Kiki Sakka (Greece) said that she was happy to be able to join EUROCLIO again from Greece 

in another form. The Panhellenic Association that she previously belonged to, is moving away 

from the EUROCLIO mission.  

 

Questions were raised by Lars and Peder about Education for the 21st Century. Steven 

explained that it is an interesting case. Ulrich said that they have only 10 members, and 

wondered whether they would be able to pay the fee, so they can’t become full members. 

Dean mentioned that there was no evidence of bad faith and that he wouldn’t be voting 

against if he was voting. 

 

Ina Nyfelt made a statement. 

 

Madis asked the question whether museum can join. After Marjan cited from the statutes 

and internal rules, Kiki argued that EUROCLIO could benefit from such a member. 

 

Ineke mentioned that organizations’ statutes are needed in order to safeguard EUROCLIO. 

 

Guido asked the difference between the two types of membership, to which Loa and Judith 

answered. 

 

Maria asked a question about the contribution and dissemination of applicants. 

 

Next, Idoia and Konstantin made statements.  

 

 

Official Procedures  

14. Report of the Voting Committee 

 

The Voting Committee returned to the GA with the results. 

 

Audit Committee 

 

 Bistra Stoimenova and Madis Somelar were elected as members of the audit 

committee with 40 votes each in favour. 

 

Re-election Board Member 

 

 Riitta Mikkola was elected as Board Member with 35 votes in favour. 5 people 

abstained from voting. 

 

 

EUROCLIO Member Associations (Full Membership)  

 The National Museum of Korean Contemporary History was elected as full member 

with 22 votes in favour, 9 people abstaining and 10 votes against. 

 The Swedish History Teachers’ Association was elected as full member with 40 votes 

in favour. 

 The Association for History Education in Greece was elected as full member with 40 

votes in favour. 
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 Education for the 21st Century was elected as full member with 21 votes in favour, 

12 people abstaining and 7 votes against. 

 

EUROCLIO Member Associations (Associated Membership) 

 The Holocaust Education Trust Ireland was elected as associated member with 33 

votes in favour and 6 votes against. 

 The History Education Department of Hamburg University was elected as associated 

member with 37 votes in favour, 1 person abstaining, and 1 vote against. 

 The Gernika Peace Museum Foundation was elected as associated member with 38 

votes in favour, and 1 vote against. 

 The Cambridge International School of Tunis was elected as associated member with 

36 votes in favour, and 3 votes against. 

 The St. Petersburg Academy of In-Service Pedagogical Education was elected as 

associated member with 34 votes in favour, 1 person abstaining and 4 votes against. 

 The Centre for Education and Innovations was elected as associated member with 35 

votes in favour, and 4 votes against. 

 

Planning: 2018 and beyond  

16. Announcement new Presidency, new Vice-President, new Treasurer and new Secretary 

Board 

 

President:   Mire Mladenovski 

Vice President: Paolo Ceccoli 

Treasurer:   Riitta Mikola 

Secretary:  Sinéad Fitzsimons 

Board Member:  Frank van den Akker 

 

17. Stepping down Jonathan Even-Zohar as Executive Director 

 

Lóa expressed that Jonathan had been very valuable to EUROCLIO. He had put a lot of effort 

into the association. 

 

Then, Jonathan made a logistical announcement, saying that he might elaborate perhaps 

more in the evening. He said that he started as a very silly trainee, but that nevertheless 

Joke invited him to stay. He expressed that he was very happy because he landed in an 

organization that was, next to school and university, his real education. His experiences with 

travelling, meeting people, and teachers were extensive, and he recalled how tense they 

were when producing common materials. He looks back on 12 years of experience, 5 years 

as director and said it was time for a change. It became difficult to combine things, and 

therefore he needed to switch to a less constant mode.  

 

Jonathan’s speech met with applause. 

 

18. Announcement of Steven Stegers as Acting Executive Director. 

 

Steven took to the stage and expressed his gratitude to have been entrusted with this huge 

responsibility. He said that it is very good that EUROCLIO is so dynamic at the moment, and 

that the work is really meaningful. There is no other organization that is driven by so many 

agents of change. It is time to look forward, Steven concluded. 
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19. Action Plan 2018 by Steven Stegers (Annex 19)   

 

Steven continued to elaborate on the Action Plan 

2018, by stating that continuity & legacy is a 

challenge. We have Ambassadors, Board Members, 

but we rely on key individuals. We have to be 

financially robust. Regarding democracy & 

membership, Steven argued that members should 

be offered a variety of things. Moreover, Steven 

raised the important point of how to involve and 

activate membership. Then, for impact & visibility, 

Steven explained, EUROCLIO has a cause. Visibility 

is a real point of attention and he stated to fully 

endorse and support the Board on this and to realise a strategy in practice. 

 

Other topics that were discussed: 

- Operating Grant 

- Research (Historical Content, L2D) 

- International training (Kyrgyzstan, Hilversum, Serbia, Marseille, Summer school 

combined with Inclusion, national level training) 

- Educational materials 

- Applications (After Dictatorships, EUR-DSI4, Football, Re-Imagining Europe, Opening 

Up Historiana) 

 

20. Forecast of the General Assembly 2019 

 

Unlike previous Annual Conferences, the location of the 2019 edition was not yet known at 

the time of the Annual Conference 2018. After extensive research, EUROCLIO staff member 

Alice Modena came up with two biddings: Vilnius, Lithuania and Gdansk, Poland. After 

consultations with Sinéad and Mire, who are in the Annual Conference taskforce, the decision 

was made in October 2018 to go for Gdansk as its location. Gdansk can offer a varied cultural 

and historic programme, and budget-wise was more appealing. The 2019 edition of the 

Annual Conference has as one of its aims to increase accessibility by maintaining the 

Conference fee for participants relatively low. Also, the Conference will be shorter than 

previous Conferences.  

 

Any other notified business 
21. Any other notified business 

 

Harry Rogge (Dutch National Film Festival for Students) took this opportunity to express his 

thanks and to congratulate EUROCLIO with its 25th anniversary. It is important that there is 

history and there is place. Historians and geographers are very close to each other. Harry 

invited a cooperation with EUROCLIO on many different projects that they are running, and 

urged EUROCLIO to attend its Annual Conference next year in March.  
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Marjan de Groot-Reuvekamp said that she had been talking to several people who say they 

miss the Turkish colleagues in this Conference. She was wondering how to show our solidarity 

and whether a message can be sent in some semi-official way. Ineke replied that according 

to Semih Aktekin, everything was well, and she stressed to be aware of the danger of raising 

this. Kiki disagreed with Marjan’s proposal, stating that Turkey is a very tricky situation, and 

there should be no interference every time a country is not able to attend the GA. 

 

Mire, on behalf of the Board, stated that things like this have been discussed within the 

Board, and that they decided that there is no space for the Board to act. He stated that 

members should ask officially for the Board to discuss an issue. Even if the Board would have 

been asked to discuss the matter, Mire said that the Board should consider whether it is 

proper or not. Mire closed his argumentation by saying that no complaints have been 

received from Turkish members. Ulrich stated that no special measures should be taken. 

Lastly, Marjan asked what the Board could do in the future to help associations that were 

not present in the GA to attend this meeting anyway.  

 

Closure of the meeting 
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Annex 12 – Board Candidates 
 

Contents 

1. Henk Bolk (Netherlands) 

2. Denis Detling (Croatia) 

3. Maria Georgiou (United Kingdom/Cyprus) 

4. Lars Peter Visti Hansen (Denmark) 

5. Jim Mc Bride (Northern Ireland) 

6. Thomas Babila Sama (Finland) 

7. Nana Tsikhistavi (Georgia) 

8. Alev Tugberk-Nedjet (Netherlands/Cyprus) 

 

1. Henk Bolk (Netherlands) 

Biography: Henk Bolk studied at Utrecht University with Master’s Degrees in Contempory 

History and Economics. He is a History Teacher at the Lorentz Casimir Lyceum Eindhoven 

The Netherlands and Coordinator International Relations. As a regular participant of our 

Annual Conferences he has hosted many workshops on various topics such as “The X Factor 

in Education”, “Teaching Controversial History”, “The Thin Line between Diplomacy and 

Intervention” and “Intercultural Learning”. He’s an Expert in teaching beyond the 

curriculum and well known for taking his students to Vienna, Krakow and Auschwitz, 

Bayeux, the Normandy Beaches, Verdun, Barcelona etc. 

 

Contribution: Taking my Experiences and Network to promote and improve. 

 

2. Denis Detling (Croatia) 

Biography: I have graduated in History and German Language and Literature from the 

Faculty of Pedagogy, University of J.J. Strossmayer in Osijek, Croatia. From 2002 I have 

worked as history teacher in Grammar School in Osijek. Since 2008 I have been employed 

at the Museum of Slavonia Osijek where I first worked as museum educator and currently I 

am holding the post of director. I am author and co-author of numerous educational 

publication in the field of history, cultural history and museum education. I participated 

from 2004 in several projects by EUROCLIO. At the moment I am participating in project 

"Opening up Historiana". I am also Ambassador of EUROCLIO. 

 

Contribution: I am working with EUROCLIO last 15 years and with my rich experience as a 

educator, author, project participant and no less important as a director of institution I 

could contribute to the further work of EUROCLIO. I hope to give new ideas, new impulse 

and new energy for expanding activities and development of EUROCLIO. 

 

3. Lars Peter Visti Hansen (Denmark) 

Biography: I studied at Roskilde University in Denmark, Middlesex University in London and 

Université des Sciences Sociales in Grenoble, France. I have taught History and English in 

Danish high schools since 1992 with students from 15-19 years old, and regularly organized 

exchanges with Germany, France, Italy, Spain and Portugal. I have published, and 

participated in writing, several textbooks dealing with among others The Crusades, Islam 

and Christianity in the Middle Ages and World History from 1789 to 1945. Currently I am 

working on a textbook on British history with the title in translation being “Great Britain - 
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from Britannia to Brexit”. In connection with publishing books I also work on different 

teaching material and methods to improve the effect of teaching. Besides this I work as a 

censor at Danish universities, overseeing and grading oral and written history exams. In 

2009 I was one of the organizers of the conference “Cultural Encounters during the 

Crusades” together with Copenhagen University and the University of Southern Denmark, 

at the Danish institute in Damascus. The same year I helped organize a study trip to Syria 

for Danish High School Teachers. The last 3½ years I have been a member of the board of 

the Danish History Teachers Association, with focus on European and Nordic cooperation, 

and further education for teachers. I have arranged courses on the Baltic region, the First 

World War and study trips to Georgia and Armenia. 

 

Contribution: I have participated in the EUROCLIO annual conferences in 2017 in San 

Sebastian and 2018 in Marseille and have been truly inspired by the contacts I have gained 

and the committed people I have met. I have learned a lot about history as a topic whose 

focus changes according to our different backgrounds and national perspectives. That is 

why you can and ought to learn from other historians, to understand different perspectives 

and historical traditions. By understanding the perspective of others you will not only 

understand others, but also understand your own position better. The keyword is 

multiperspectivity, which EUROCLIO is also focusing on. It is even more important in an age 

of rising nationalism, populism and so called “fake news” to understand that the world we 

live in is multi-faceted and can be understood in many different ways according to 

nationality, gender, ethnicity, religion and experience.  

As history educators we play an important role in teaching our students how to deal with 

and think critically about the mass of information that they (and we) are confronted with 

every day. Critical thinking, and the understanding of others and their viewpoints are 

central elements in reinforcing the foundations of European democracy and positive 

relations between the nations of Europe. 

I believe EUROCLIO is not only an important organization but also a necessary one for 

bringing history educators together, help teachers cooperate and develop new teaching 

methods and material. I would like to contribute to the work on the board of EUROCLIO to 

strengthen this work. 

 

4. Maria Georgiou (United Kingdom/Cyprus) 

Biography: I am a passionate teacher with 14 years’ teaching experience – in all ages and 

different settings. I enjoy interacting with students and teachers, and I am energised by 

new environments. My PhD research and my teaching appointments as Module Leader at 

the European University of Cyprus and as Teaching Fellow, Teaching Assistant and 

Workshop Facilitator across courses at UCL have been instrumental in shaping my know-

that and know-how academic expertise in education and inter-disciplinary expertise across 

different fields. My classroom teaching has allowed me to develop a sound understanding 

of the practicalities involved in teaching and learning. I have experience in formal-

education and curriculum design, part of which aimed in strengthening social society and 

reconciliation. I furthermore bring theoretical relevance. My PhD research project 

examined Greek-Cypriot students’ engagement with differing accounts about the past. 

Drawing on my findings, firstly, I highlight that learning and thinking does not occur in 

vacuum: it is conditioned and shaped by culture, and context related factors. Secondly, 

looking into both learners themselves rather than policy-making/stakeholders, I raise the 
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questions ‘(History) Education for What?’, ‘for Whom?’, and ‘How?’, questions that have 

become the pillars of my work, and which have implications both for History Education and 

for Citizenship Education. My primary aspirations are a) to enable young people to navigate 

their glocal lives through depth and breadth through Relevance and b) use my research and 

theoretical knowledge for individual empowerment and, subsequently, social change. 

 

Contribution: I can contribute to the work of Euroclio in the following ways: 1) Firstly, I 

can bring theory into practice. My PhD research project examined Greek-Cypriot students’ 

engagement with differing accounts about the past. My research allowed me to explore 

amongst other the following: students’ ontologies and epistemologies and how these 

intersect and clash; prior-knowledge and building of new knowledge; co-construction of 

knowledge; connections between curriculum, textbooks and teaching practice; uses of the 

past; identity formation, and decoloniality and education. Drawing on my findings, I raise 

the questions ‘(History) Education for What?’, ‘for Whom?’, and ‘How?’, questions that 

have become the pillars of my work, and which have implications both for History 

Education and for Citizenship Education. 

2) I bring rich teaching experience. I hold a secondary education teaching degree. (My BA 

in Philology leads into teaching Humanities, Social Sciences and Classics in Cyprus and 

Greece). I have taught as a supply teacher in London public schools, and taught all ages 

from reception to adults at UK Greek community schools for a number of years. I was a 

Modern Greek A Level instructor for 4 years. I also tutored primary and secondary school 

students and adults. I bring a rich expertise of teaching and mentoring undergraduate and 

postgraduate students. I am familiar with a) different learning needs and styles and b) 

assessment issues and complexities, issues which I am always alert to take into 

consideration when teaching and designing curricula and teaching and learning material. 

3) I have experience of a variety of contexts. I have experience of a variety of contexts 

including divided Cyprus and multicultural London, as well as Lebanon, Japan and the USA. 

Through my international experience I became, a) tuned to the impact of different 

schooling and cultural background, b) acutely aware of ‘norms’, c) committed to 

accommodating non-native speakers, and d) alert to challenge preconceptions and 

prepared to work with them. 

4) I bring project and curriculum design expertise. In parallel to and drawing on my 

research, I made sure that the theoretical work I have undertaken will not stay confined 

within the walls of academia. Explicitly, I brought my theoretical knowledge into public 

engagement and impact through the following: co-authoring ‘The Ottoman Period in 

Cyprus’ for the Association for Historical Dialogue and Research (AHDR); Euroclio’s 

Historiana; being a guest instructor for the Lebanese Association for History (LAH); and co-

ordinating the ‘Oral History Project’ and ‘The Hidden Stories of Cyprus’ for two 

consecutive years for the Cyprus Friendship Program (CFP) which brings together Turkish-

Cypriot and Greek-Cypriot teenagers. 

5) Interpersonal and Teamwork Skills. Through my previous work experience, I have 

acquired the managerial abilities and teamwork skills required for the Board member role. 

As a Students Union Vice President I was responsible for about 10 Societies and 8 

Committees. As a co-author of The Ottoman Period in Cyprus I was part of a highly diverse 

group of professionals (1 teacher, 2 academics and 1 researcher; 2 being Greek-Cypriots 

and 2 Turkish-Cypriots). As a Historiana contributor I needed to collaborate with educators 

coming from different ethnic, cultural, religious and theoretical backgrounds who often 
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had radically different points of view. Through these experiences I a) developed the ability 

to work in different collaborative environments, and b) developed leadership and team 

building skills, which I brought to initiatives such as the Cyprus' History Education SIG, co-

organising the UCL Uses of the Past Symposium and building the UCL What's in a Method? 

workshop. 

6) Education for transformation Of my primary aspirations is to enable young people to 

navigate their glocal lives through depth and breadth while my teaching philosophy is 

based on the pillar of Relevance. Throughout all the teaching I have undertaken for the 

European University of Cyprus (EUC), the UCL Institute of Education and the UCL BA Arts 

and Sciences (Liberal Arts), I have aimed and worked towards structural changes at the 

system level but also at social practices at the pedagogical level. I have done so by a) 

democratising, as much as possible, the courses I have taught (specifically by co-designing 

the course syllabi and assessment with my students) and b) employing culturally responsive 

content and pedagogical practices. In this way I model to my students the need and the 

means to democratise the education system by providing access to all and bringing in the 

voices of marginalised young people, and by doing so how we can enable individual 

empowerment and promotion of social justice. 

7) I therefore consider myself an activist. I believe that education by nature is activist as it 

is intrinsically connected to social responsibility and social justice. (Although, sadly, not all 

educators recognise the activist nature of education). UNICEF/UNESCO affirms education 

as a 'fundamental human right' and affirms that 'quality education and lifelong learning are 

key to sustainable development' and that 'universal access to quality education is an 

essential prerequisite for individual empowerment, the development of equitable societies 

and the promotion of social justice.' These are values I adhere to and are at the heart of 

work. 

8) I bring a nuanced perspective of the world My positionality, specifically my access and 

work in two settings, has enabled me to develop a nuanced perspective of education. On 

the one hand, I have been located within a specific English-speaking higher education 

institution, which enabled me to have access to certain aspects of knowledge and research 

which have been considered ‘global’ but were prescribed from a specific point of view. At 

the same time, I conducted my research in Cyprus, a context which has experienced an 

‘overload of history’, and one which has been ‘othered’ so as to establish colonial 

intervention and the dichotomy of the European notions of space: north–south, centre-

periphery, identity-otherness. 

9) I bring relevance drawing on the post-conflict setting of Cyprus. I come from Cyprus, a 

divided country where young people grew up and were schooled with 'memories of 

memories' and official narratives which were cultivated and maintained with the purpose 

of demonising the Other, and by doing so, legitimising each community's actions and (legal) 

existence. I therefore bring empirical experience of how without structural and curriculum 

changes, history teaching and learning will only perpetuate conflict and existing social 

inequities. For this reason I decided to dedicate my work as a history educator in creating 

and providing tools that help young people deconstruct monolithic historical narratives, 

challenge past myths, and consider the evolution of narratives about the past and how 

they continue to influence people. My PhD research has been central in this goal. Through 

my experience of the Cyprus, I can bring relevance a) to other post-colonial contexts like 

Lebanon, Algeria and Morocco, b) post-and in-conflict settings like Ireland, Israel and 

Korea and c) settings in transition such as the former Yugoslavic and Soviet states. 
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10) I bring expertise in disciplinary history, which I see as a social practice. Having been 

inducted into into a particular form of history knowledge, I consider history writing as a 

distinctive form of talking about the past, in that it constitutes an organized and evidence-

based presentation of the processes and events that have occurred over a period of time. 

In addition, I argue that history is a social practice and that, for this reason, it is part of 

the cultural and social world. I therefore see history as being part of ‘lebenspraxis’ – that 

is the practical functions of life-orientation. I do not argue that history writing can or 

should be replaced by other representations of the past. On the contrary, I take the stance 

that, nuanced and informed engagement with the past requires disciplinary skills and 

higher-order thinking. But I do propose that the answer to ‘History Education for What?’ 

should be orientation, as proposed by Lee (2004, 2011) and Lévesque (2017). 

11) I am passionate about identity, and keen to see a) mobility and b) young people’s 

nuanced identities being reflected in the curriculum. Euroclio has been pivotal in 

highlighting and embracing the teaching and the learning of the Other. Now, it is the time 

to take a step forward, and move beyond the Us/Others dichotomy. We live at a time 

when it is crucial to address young people’s complex and hybrid identities, identities than 

often result from mobility (i.e. I come from an Ottoman Christian family, and I call myself 

both a Londoner and a Cypriot). In addition, mobility is not always willing, hence we 

furthermore need to address migration and refugees, and how the latter now constitute 

the new (social) Other (in juxtaposition to the old ethnic Other). For all the above reasons, 

I believe that I can I make an ideal Board member as I bring both theoretical knowledge 

and practical skills, and, equally importantly, the passion and enthusiasm to work for 

social change and individual empowerment through history education and citizenship. I 

would be more than privileged to be elected in the Board as I see Euroclio as much more 

than an international organisation: for me, Euroclio is furthermore a family with which I 

have grown, learnt and re-thought the world. But, what is more, at a time of populism, 

xenophobia and UK leaving the EU, I would be honoured to be part of an organisation that 

represents a symbol and stands as a proof that Europe not only has not failed, it stays 

strong, and it is expanding and bringing together countries and people beyond its own 

borders. 

 

5. Jim Mc Bride (Northern Ireland) 

Biography: My name is Jim Mc Bride and I have been actively involved with the work of 

EUROCLIO since 2016. Currently I am a retired History teacher as well as being Secretary of 

the History Teachers Association of Northern Ireland since our formation in 2016. As well as 

this work I write resources for History teachers in N.Ireland and my last book published was 

Russia 1914-1941 which is an A Level text book in June 2018. Since 2016 I have attended 

EUROCLIO Conferences and events such as delivering a presentation in Russia in October 

2017. Another of my areas of interest is the Civil Rights movement in N.Ireland and I am 

currently the education adviser to the 50th Anniversary Civil Rights Committee in N.Ireland 

which hosts Historical debates and school workshops on this important topic for schools in 

N.Ireland in particular. In addition to work as a Senior Examiner for our local exam board 

CCEA I have also been involved in the development of the local History curriculum over the 

past number of years. 

 

Contribution: As I have enjoyed meeting this teachers and educators from many different 

countries through EUROCLIO since 2016 this has given me a valuable insight into the 
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importance of History teaching in Europe not just my own country. This work has been 

both interesting and informative about hearing how History is taught and its role in the 

curriculum of different European countries. Also coming from N.Ireland which is a country 

where History is important yet as a country this subject can be still divisive and contested 

even today in my local schools. Would like to contribute to the work of EUROCLIO through 

helping with the development of online educational resources in particular as well as 

contributing in other areas as appropriate. 

 

6. Thomas Babila Sama (Finland) 

Biography: Academically, I am holder of a Doctor of Social Sciences degree (PhD) 

(obtained 2012), major in Social and Public Policy from the University of Jyväskylä, 

Finland. I defended my PhD on the topic: “NGOs and the Implementation of Active Labour 

Market Policies: The Case of Finland and Sweden”. I am also holder of a Master’s of Social 

Sciences degree (obtained 2007), major in Social and Public Policy from the University of 

Jyväskylä, Finland. Lastly, I am holder of a Bachelor’s degree in Anthropology (obtained 

2003) with specialty in Medical Anthropology, from the University of Yaounde 1, Cameroon. 

Besides, I am holder of a Post Graduate Certificate In Education from the Teachers’ 

Education College of Jyväskylä University of Applied Sciences - Finland, and a Teachers’ 

Grade 1 Certificate from Government Teachers’ Training College, Kumba - Cameroon. 

Currently, I work in the Department of Social Research, Unit of Social and Public Policy at 

University of Helsinki, Finland as a Postdoctoral Researcher and Lecturer and at the same 

time, I am currently President of the African Association of Central Finland (AACF) which is 

the EUROCLIO member association I am member of. I have over 20 years of work 

experience in member organizations and have held various posts of responsibilities there. 

I, as President of the AACF which is a member organization of FARE, has collaborated with 

FARE for over 6 years. Presently, I am one of the volunteer developers and the only one 

from Finland, to the Football Makes History project. 

 

Contribution: I wish to be elected as board member of EUROCLIO because I am an 

educator and currently a Postdoctoral Researcher and Lecturer at the Faculty of Social 

Sciences in the University of Helsinki, Finland. Part of my lectures have centred on history 

and citizenship education. In addition, I have over 10 peer reviewed publications in peer 

review journals and have participated in many national and international conferences 

around the world. Some of my research have also been comparative and inter or 

multidisciplinary cutting across education, migration and NGOs regarding European Union 

welfare states. Besides these, currently, I am one of the volunteer developers to the 

Football Makes History Project 2019 - 2020 which is under EUROCLIO. I will use my 

experience as a developer in the Project to foster the goals of EUROCLIO. I also have over 

20 years of working experience with grassroots-community organizations at different levels 

which qualifies me to share my experience as a EUROCLIO board member. I will contribute 

to the work of EUROCLIO through my experience as representative of our organisation (the 

African Association of Central Finland (AACF)) in Fare’s conferences for over 6 years during 

which, I have gathered enough experience to enable me bring expertise and new ideas to 

the issues that EUROCLIO deals with. I have also taken part in organizing activities in 

collaboration with FARE such as the annual #FootballPeople action weeks in October and so 

I have experience in FARE’s activities which will help me as a board member of EUROCLIO. 

Furthermore, since our organisation is a grassroots-community based organisation with 
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members consisting of immigrants with different ethnic background such as refugees, 

asylum seekers, women of ethnic background, the youth and the elderly just to name 

these, I will use my experience in working with these groups of people to foster their 

interests in the issues that EUROCLIO deals with. I will also use my experience as board 

member of other organizations to Foster the work of EUROCLIO. 

 

7. Nana Tsikhistavi (Georgia) 

Biography: Nana Tsikhistavi- PhD in History, President of Georgian Association of History 

Educators (GAHE) since 2010 till today. Re-elected as a president in 2016. Coordinator of 

EUROCLIO/EU project, Sharing Histories - Cultural Dialogue" from Georgian side. In past 

times worked in different Universities of Georgia. She participated in many international 

conferences, author of textbooks and publications. Nana Tsikhistavi was one of the 

founders of Georgian Association of History Educators in 1997. Since 2008 GAHE is 

intensively involved in implementing international projects. In 2015 Nana Tsikhistavi 

became an Ambassador of EUROCLIO. 

 

Contribution: I have excellent relations with  numerous of international organizations and 

NGO's, also with history teachers associations in South Caucasus and my main goal is to 

support EUROCLIO  stimulate history education in our region and strengthen Civil Society, 

also support regional projects 

 

8. Alev Tugberk-Nedjet (Netherlands/Cyprus) 

Biography: After having worked as a teacher in the public sector, Alev was promoted first 

as an Inspector for schools, then as the Deputy Manager for the General Secondary 

Education Department. MsTugberk has actively taken part in peace building activities. She 

has been involved with AHDR since 2007 as a Board Member, Secretary, Educational 

Director and finally Co-President. She is married with three children. She speaks English, 

Turkish and beginner level Dutch. 

 

Contribution: Promotion of EURO projects, Historiana, advancing already existing 

programs and help create projects related to citizenship and heritage. It would also be 

interesting to examine the outcome of the projects as my master’s degree is very much 

related to examining planned inputs and expected/unexpected outcomes. 
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Annex 13 - Applications for Membership of EUROCLIO – European 

Association of History Educators 

(In chronological order of the date of receipt of the application form.) 

 

Applicant 1:    Association Footura 

Country:    Bulgaria 

Applying for:    Full Membership 

Aims of the organization: Association for the Development of Sports and Sports Culture 

Footura is a non-profit organization aiming to stimulate the 

active participation of young people in social life and to build 

a sustainable and effective civil society in Bulgaria through 

informal methods focusing on sport, healthy and active 

lifestyle. Our ambition is related to the constant expansion of 

the Association as a positive factor in the development of 

society, development and popularization of various sports and 

all kinds of activities related to sport and healthy lifestyle, 

sports researches, exchange programs, social inclusion through 

sport, better sports-health education for children and 

adolescents, as well as prevention and counteraction of many 

harmful habits, depression, addictions, overweight, 

aggression, etc. Footura seeks to raise awareness, promote 

active citizenship and participation of young people in sport 

and physical activities and to promote the principle of equal 

opportunities for sport and social inclusion / participation / 

realization for all at European, national, and local level. We 

also include young people in our projects, campaigns and 

initiatives, as they accumulate valuable experience, working 

together with many organizations (from Bulgaria and abroad), 

foundations, companies and individuals. 

Motivation: Our motivation is related to the fact that we find very similar 

interests between us and the network of EUROCLIO. 

Website: http:/footura.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Footura1 

Twitter: https://twittercom/footuraweb  

  

http://footura.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Footura1
https://twittercom/footuraweb
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Applicant 2:  National Institute Parri - Milano. History institutes on 

Resistance and Contemporary epoch network. 

Country:    Italy 

Applying for:    Associated Membership 

Aims of the organization: The national Parri Insitute was founded by Ferruccio Parri in 

1949. Parri former deputy chief of staff of the Italian 

partisans’ network from 1944 to 1945, was the Italian prime 

minister from June 1945 to December 1945. He created our 

Institute in order to gather and study the documentary 

heritage left by CVL and CLNAI (Comitato di Liberazione 

Nazionale Alta Italia). During the last 70 years our institution 

contributed decisively with a huge amount of publications and 

original researches to the Italian scientific based 

historiography on contemporary period. The Institute, which 

inspires itself on the values expressed into the 1948 republican 

Constitution and on antifascist, democratic, liberal ideals as 

well as on cultural pluralism is nowadays leader of a network 

of more than 67 associate institutes, among these there is 

Parri Bologna Institute, already EUROCLIO Full Member. 

Besides publication of sources and essays concerning 

contemporary history study, the Insitute publishes a scientific 

peer reviewed journal “Italia Contemporanea” and a history 

didactic magazine on line: novecento.org. The Institute 

promotes by means of associated local institutes or by itself 

teacher training content as well as skill or competence based 

on many topics, citizenship included. 

Motivation: Italy was represented in Euroclio by Parri Bologna, better by 

his teacher association part, which was, at least theoretically 

a national association, potentially so to say. Many complicated 

problems hinder Parri Bologna full participation in all Euroclio 

activities. Therefore we would like to represent Italy, even if 

not with a full member association, which is not possible for 

now, with our network which is absolutely national, not only 

relatively, and coordinates all the activities in which many 

teachers, hundreds and hundreds, are year per year involved. 

Website: http://www.italia-resistenza.it 

http://www.italia-resistenza.it/
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Applicant 3:  History NGO Forum for Peace in East Asia 

Country:    South Korea 

Applying for:    Associated Membership 

Aims of the organization: The History NGO Forum for Peace in East Asia has been formed 

to promote peace and historical reconciliation in East Asia and 

to find a common historical perception between countries. To 

be specific, by cooperating with national and international 

civil society organizations, the Forum aims to develop mutual 

understanding on historical matters and enhance peace in the 

region. By sharing common agendas and global issues with the 

overseas members, the Forum advocates a peaceful regional 

cooperation. 

Major Activities: 

 Holding International NGO Conference on History and 

Peace 

 Exchanging and affiliating with international NGOs 

 Taking common postures in responding to important 

historical issues 

 Sharing agendas through a regular forum 

 Rendering support to member organizations to strengthen 

their competence 

 Develop global youth leadership and history education 

 Building a peaceful society based on common history 

understanding and mutual prosperity 

Motivation: History NGO Forum representing East Asia has been associated 

with EUROCLIO in history education and civil society 

cooperation. Our collaboration will benefit each other and 

contribute to connecting Asia and Europe in history education 

and exchange of history educators. History NGO Forum would 

like to encourage history NGOs/CSOs and history teachers both 

in Korea and in East Asia to broaden their experience and 

exchanges with Europe. 

Website: http://www.historyngo.org 

  

http://www.historyngo.org/
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Action Plan 2019 

 

The Action Plan 2019 describes what EUROCLIO sets out do in 2019 to advance EUROCLIO’s 

mission and vision. The plan provides a highlight of the activities per focus area, an 

explanation of the relation with the strategic priorities for 2018-2020, a description of 

the planned activities per area of work and an execution plan.  

 

● The mission of EUROCLIO is to inspire and empower educators to engage learners in 

innovative and responsible history and citizenship education.  

 

● The vision of EUROCLIO is to all learners become more responsible and contributing 

citizens and peoples through engaging in history and citizenship education for 

mutual understanding and peace. 

 

The Action Plan 2019 will be presented, reviewed and voted on by the general assembly on 

6 April in Gdansk as part of the Annual Conference.  
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Highlights of the activities per 

Focus area 

 

The mission of EUROCLIO can be applied to different themes and topics and can justify 

the work on a range of key issues. EUROCLIO has identified some areas to focus its work 

on in which it has relevant expertise and the interest and opportunity to do more work in 

the future. The focus areas help EUROCLIO to build on previous experiences, to build an 

knowledge base, and to streamline communication about its work.  

 

In 2019, EUROCLIO will  

 

Promote a transnational and multi-perspective approach to history education, by 
 

● Offering access to transnational historical source collections on key moments in 

European history and themes that are commonly taught in Europe and beyond. 

● Co-chairing a strand on “multiperspectivity in history teaching” at the 2019 

conference of the International Association for Intercultural Education. 

 

Make learning history motivating, meaningful and inclusive by 
 

● Organising an international conference on the theme “Bringing History to Life: 

Making History Education Meaningful for All Students”.  

● Development and testing of exemplar learning activities to bring football history in 

the classroom to foster social inclusion and the promotion of diversity. 

 
Use new technologies to enhance history education by 

 
● Sketching, prototyping and testing new eLearning Tools that will embedded in the 

Historiana eLearning Environment.  

● Improving and using the teacher training guide on how to use digital tools to 

promote historical thinking.  

 
Prevent and resolve conflicts related to history and memory by 

 
● Organising a regional summer school in the Balkans on the theme “Diversity and 

Violence: Rethinking Approaches in History Education”. 

● Doing research and analysis that can be used to enable decision makers to make 

well-informed and well-reasoned decisions when faced with conflicts in society that 

relate to history and memory.  

 
Support educational reform based on democratic values by 

 
● Working with a core group of history education professionals from the Kyrgyz 

Republic to support the efforts by the government to make history education more 

suited to the needs of its diverse communities.  

● Developing and testing of a structured training course on teaching history in diverse 

societies for the professional development of peers who are not yet familiar with 

principles supported by EUROCLIO.  
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Use research to advance the teaching and learning of history by 

 
● Research and map existing practices in the field of Holocaust and remembrance 

education and the use of football history to enhance social inclusion and promote 

diversity.  

● Assess the needs of history and citizenship educators in terms of educational 

resources and their search behavior and using these research results to improve the 

way EUROCLIO presents its educational resources.  

 
Advance teaching and learning about the European Union by 

● Organising an international seminar with the House of European History on the 

theme “Teaching European History - Innovative Approaches to Promote Student's 

Understanding of Current European Affairs in the Light of European History.”  
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Relation to the 

Strategic Priorities 2018-2020 

 

The Board has decided to prioritise activities related to impact and visibility, membership 

and democracy, and finances and sustainability in the period 2018-2020. These priorities 

are meant to ensure that EUROCLIO continues to thrive and implement its mission in the 

long term.  

 

In 2019, EUROCLIO will: 

 

Work to increase both the reach and the impact of EUROCLIO on educators and other key 

stakeholders by 

 

● Revising the EUROCLIO website, and publishing reports and in-depth articles that 

are of interest to history and citizenship education professionals.  

● Providing access to quality educational resources developed by EUROCLIO and 

others.  

● Strengthening relations with existing and building new alliances with strategic 

partners by participating in advisory councils, supporting each other’s 

communication campaigns, coordinating advocacy, and active participation in 

events. 

 

Further develop EUROCLIO as democratic organization by expanding and activate its 

membership base, by consulting with its members, and giving them voice and value by  

 

● Actively involving member organisations in the review of the EUROCLIO manifesto 

with principles for high-quality history, heritage and citizenship education.  

● Asking individual contributors to support the development of transnational source 

collections by doing and sharing research in their own language.  

● Consulting members on the priority for the development of new historical content 

resources on Historiana.  

● Recruiting new members by offering membership benefits, starting with discount on 

international trainings, unlimited participation in webinars, and emphasizing that 

contributions by members are essential to enable EUROCLIO to act as an 

independent actor.  

 

Ensure that EUROCLIO can continue to the work in the long term, and information about 

EUROCLIO and its work remain available by  

 

● Updating and improving internal documentation of EUROCLIO including facts and 

figures about EUROLIO’s work so far, office guide and training materials.  

● Developing and executing a strategy for the archiving  digital files collected and 

created by EUROCLIO so that that new board members, staff members and trainees 

can make best use of what is already there.  

● Structuring the action plan around set focus areas enabling the board and members 

to review the priorities, to be more systematic in assessing needs of the 

professional community of history and citizenship educators, and to be able to 

present in a clearer why what EUROCLIO is working on and what its added value is.  
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Description of the activities per 

Area of Work 

 

EUROCLIO activities are related to several distinct areas of work. These areas are 

presented here in such a way that logically follow on each other, starting with research 

and ending with outreach and exchange.  

 

Research 

 

In 2019, EUROCLIO will: 

 

● Map remembrance practices dealing with the Holocaust and other instance of mass 

atrocities in Europe in the 20th century. The reports will specify transferable 

elements of practices (that can be used in other contexts) and reflect on which 

parts did or did not work well in other contexts, supporting educators who want to 

replicate these practices. 
 

● Do research to prevent or resolve conflicts related to history and memory in 

partnership with the Institute of Historical Justice and Reconciliation (IHJR). 

EUROCLIO will work on the development of at least 3 in-depth case studies in which 

history and memory led to conflict. The long term objective of this research on 

contested histories in public spaces and other forms of memory politics is to create 

an evidence based that can be used to help decision makers prevent or resolve 

conflicts related to history and memory in their societies. 

 

● Do research on the needs of history and citizenship educators in terms of 

educational resources and their search behavior. The expected result of this 

activity are research findings that will help to ensure educational resources are 

relevant for and easy to find by the educators that EUROCLIO serves.  
 

● Map and analyse of existing approaches and research into the potential to use local 

football history to enhance social inclusion and promote diversity. The expected 

results of this activity are research findings that can be used to ensure that the 

educational resources that EUROCLIO and its partners are developing are meeting 

the needs of the students who learn history, and help educators to tackle 

intolerance, counter exclusive narratives, and promote active citizenship 

competences for all learners. 
 

● Co-chair a strand on Multiperspectivity in History Teaching during the 2019 

Conference of the International Association on Intercultural Education.  
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Advocacy and fundraising 

 

In 2019, EUROCLIO will: 

 

● Review the EUROCLIO Manifesto (2014): This will be done as a consultative process 

with members. The revised EUROCLIO Manifesto will be the basis for advocacy, used 

to set priorities for the work of EUROCLIO beyond 2020, and a reference document 

to review and design educational resources and professional development courses.  
 

● Encourage and support the OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities (HCNM) 

to work further on the prevention and resolution of conflicts related to history and 

memory through research and drafting recommendations. This will be done in 

partnership with IHJR.  

 

● Fundraise through traditional and non-traditional means. Targets for 2019 are to 

get financial support that will enable EUROCLIO to further develop Historiana to 

according to educators’ needs, and revive the work of EUROCLIO in supporting 

democratic transitions.  

 

● Arrange face to face meeting with current and potential funders and strategic 

partners who are likely to support future activities of EUROCLIO.  
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Educational resources 

 

In 2019, EUROCLIO will: 

 

● Develop and test exemplar learning activities to bring football history in the 

classroom to foster social inclusion and the promotion of diversity. This will be 

done as part of the Football Makes History project.  

 

● Develop and publish cross-border historical source collections on themes and topic 

that are commonly taught across Europe. In 2019, EUROCLIO will develop sources 

collection on Napoleon and his times, the European Renaissances and the Industrial 

Revolutions. This will be done in partnership with Europeana.  

 

● Develop transnational historical source collections as part of a crowdsourcing 

project with individual contributors from the EUROCLIO community. Topics include 

the Russian Revolution, the 1919 Peace Treaties and the Fall of the Berlin Wall. 

This activity is led by the historical content team of Historiana.  

 

● Develop historical content and teaching and learning resources to help students 

develop their social and civic competences through dialogue, debate and discussion 

on issues people disagree on as part of the Learning to Disagree project.  

 

● Develop an educator’s guide to remembrance education, based on the experiences 

of the upscaling report in cooperation with remembrance sites in France, Germany, 

Sweden and Belgium and university educators from Albania, Germany, Finland and 

the United Kingdom. This will be done as part of the RETHINK project.  

 

● Collect feedback on sketches and prototypes of interactive tools that educators can 

use to create their own eLearning Activities making use of historical sources from 

the digital collections of archives, museums and libraries across Europe. This will be 

done as part of the Opening Up Historiana project.  
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Professional development 

 

In 2019, EUROCLIO will: 

 

● Prepare and organise the 26th EUROCLIO Annual Conference and Professional 

Development and Training Course: “Bringing History to Life - making history 

education meaningful for all students”, which will take place in Gdansk from 4 – 7 

April 2019. As a result of this conference, 100+ educators will develop 

professionally - especially in the use of innovative pedagogical approaches and 

methodologies. 

 

● Prepare and organise the 5th Regional Balkan Summer School in Croatia on the 

theme “Diversity and Violence: Rethinking Approaches in History Education”. The 

objective of this seminar is to make educators more aware of the remembrance and 

common history of the violent past, by looking at the case of Croatia.  

 

● Organise trainings on Football history and its relation to aspects of social inclusion 

and exclusion, touching upon anti-Semitism and discrimination, gender identities 

and exclusion, and multicultural societies and migration movements. This will be 

done as part of the Football Makes History project.  

 

● Prepare and organise an international seminar on teaching and learning about 

European Integration at the House of European History in the fall of 2019. The 

workshops will focus on making teaching and learning about European Integration 

motivating and meaningful for students.  

 

● Organise a series of webinars on inclusive education and other topics that are of 

interest to the EUROCLIO community of history and citizenship education 

professionals.  

 

● Develop a “Teaching History in Diverse Societies” continued professional 

development course designed for educators who are new to EUROCLIO. This course 

will build on EUROCLIO’s experience in supporting democratic reforms that can be 

adapted to different contexts.  

 

● Provide workshops that are embedded in national trainings that are already being 

organised by EUROCLIO Member Organisations and Strategic Partners.   
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Outreach and exchange 

  

In 2019, EUROCLIO will: 

 

● Compile and send out 10+ newsletters. The objective of this activity will be to 

inform and involve the EUROCLIO community of history and citizenship education 

professionals about EUROCLIO and relevant developments in the field of European 

Remembrance.  

 

● Write and share in-depth articles and interviews for publication on the EUROCLIO 

Website. The interviews and in-depth articles will facilitate the transfer of good 

practices across country contexts, help to transfer from research to practice, and 

inspire and support civil society actors to work on European remembrance. The 

articles can be written by EUROCLIO Board Members, Ambassadors, Individual 

Members, Staff, Research Trainees and Guest Authors.  

 

● Develop communication campaigns on professional development trainings and 

events. The communication campaigns will result in increased visibility among 

Europe’s history and citizenship educators for the EUROCLIO Annual Conference and 

other training events offered by EUROCLIO throughout the year. 

 

● Share internal news updates (4 per year) with members. The updates aim to 

increase visibility for the Association’s activities and opportunities for its members 

and the value EUROCLIO offers to its members. These internal newsletters are 

about issues that concern members specifically, such as the General Assembly, the 

election of new Board Members, changes in membership policies, justification of 

the use of membership fees.  

 

● Develop a new house style for official euroclio correspondence and web presence. 

Consultations with the Community will result in a house style that is suitable for the 

organisation, its members, and its mission. The new house style will result in 

increased visibility for EUROCLIO, and an improved online and offline profile. 

 

● Design and disseminate EUROCLIO’s Annual Report 2019. The Annual Report will 

include information about the projects that were being implemented, the events 

that took place, the areas of action, and the people who were active in the year. 
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Governance and management  

 

The Action Plan 2019 will be implemented by the EUROCLIO Secretariat under the 

supervision of the Board. Regular board meetings will help the Board, the Executive-

Director and the other EUROCLIO staff members to assess and address risks, set priorities 

for advocacy and fundraising activities, monitor the execution of the action plan, prepare 

the general assembly, review and finetune policy documents and work on membership 

recruitment.  
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